
If there ha een jut one good thing to come from the COVID-19 pandemic, it ha een the coming
of age of gene therap. After eing eemingl tuck in limo for decade, gene therap technolog
uddenl went from eing relegated to treating a handful of rare condition, to eing put into
vaccine that would e taken  illion. Gene therap ha the potential to revolutionie medicine
ecaue of the preciion of it effect. Rather than tring to treat a dieae with drug, which can
ind to receptor on the urface of a cell and et off a cacade of effect with undeirale
conequence, gene therap tell the cell exactl what to do uing the language of life: the genetic
code.  delivering DNA or RNA, gene therapie can allow cell to uild protein that the lack the
ailit to uild, lock the production of a harmful protein, or guide ‘genetic cior’ to cut dieaed
gene out of the genome.

Genetic material can’t impl e injected into the od on it own – it would have no wa of entering
our cell, where it need to e in order to have it intended effect. Intead, the genetic information
mut e packaged up in ome kind of tructure that can afel tranport it to the target cell. The
genetic material then need to get into the cell and, potentiall, into the nucleu itelf where the
DNA i tored. Thi i where thing can get trick.

What Are Lipid Nanoparticle?

The gene therap-aed COVID-19 vaccine ued one of two deliver tem, or vector, to get
genetic material encoding the pike protein into cell. ome, uch a AtraZeneca’ or Jonon &
Jonon’, ued a tpe of viru called an adenoviru to deliver DNA to the cell nucleu. Virue have
evolved to e good at getting into our cell and making them read their viral genetic material, and
the can do the ame thing for gene therapie. However, adenovirue have a few prolem. While
adenovirue ued in gene therapie have een altered o that the cannot multipl to caue
dieae, the’re till virue, and can till e recognied and attacked  the immune tem. Thi i
much more dangerou for the virue than it i for the human: if the immune tem i detroing
the adenovirue efore the can deliver their paload, then the gene therap won’t reach enough
cell to e effective. Adenovirue are alo too mall for certain application, with ome gene eing
too large to fit inide the adenoviru vector.

The other deliver method, ued  the like of Pfizer and Moderna, wa to ue vector called lipid
nanoparticle (LNP) to deliver meenger RNA coding for the pike protein. If DNA i the ‘mater
cop’ of the cell’ genetic code, mRNA i the temporar template that i referenced when uilding a
protein. LNP are tin ‘ule’ of memrane that can e a mall a 60 nanometre acro – over
100 time maller than a red lood cell. The memrane of LNP are made from lipid imilar to the
molecule that make up the memrane of all of our cell. Thee lipid carr an electric charge at one
end, making them attracted to water and other charged molecule, ut their other end are long
uncharged fatt acid, which are attracted to organic molecule. Thi allow ule of lipid to form
a powerful arrier etween an aqueou environment (uch a the lood) and their content,
regardle of whether that content i made up of charged molecule or not.
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xample of a lipid nanoparticle. Charged lipid head (orange and lue phere) aociate with the aqueou exterior and with the
DNA/RNA (green), protecting it from the external environment. 

ource

What Make LNP o Promiing For Delivering
Gene Therapie?

The eaut of lipid nanoparticle i their veratilit. The ame LNP can e ued to deliver DNA or
meenger RNA in order to tell cell to make a new protein, or can e ued to deliver other tpe of
RNA capale of locking the production of a protein. Thi mean that LNP can erve a a ‘platform
technolog’ that could allow new gene therapie to e developed ver quickl. Once the protein that
need to e produced or locked i known, the necear genetic material could e ntheied in a
few month and loaded into the appropriate LNP in a few da.

LNP come in a variet of ize for accommodating different paload, and their propertie can e
changed  altering the compoition of the lipid laer in order to change how and, more
importantl, where the LNP are aored within the od. Current LNP are mainl aored  the
liver, ut recentl, cientit were ale to make LNP target the lung or pleen intead  adding a
fifth charged lipid to the tpical four lipid LNP component.

mRNA COVID vaccine have hown that LNP can e produced relial on a large cale, which i an
important conideration when it come to the viailit of a therap. LNP are alo le immunogenic
than viral vector (the do not produce a large an immune repone).

The Main Prolem With LNP And How To
Move Forward

A deliver tem can e ver good at getting gene therap into cell, ut the have to e the correct
cell. A gene therap deigned to cure a kidne dieae in’t going to do much if the LNP carring it
all get aored  the liver intead. Unfortunatel thi i till a major arrier for gene therap
vector, including LNP. LNP tend to e preferentiall aored  the liver ecaue the look a lot
like omething ele the liver routinel aor: lipoprotein, the tructure that tranport choleterol
and other lipid around the lood.

A mentioned earlier, it i poile to alter where within the od LNP will end up  changing their
compoition. However, dicovering LNP that can effectivel deliver gene therap to a target tiue i
no ea tak. Unlike with conventional drug, there’ almot no relationhip etween whether an LNP
gene therap work on cell in a petri dih, and whether it work in a living organim. That’ ecaue
factor that affect LNP effectivene, uch a lood uppl and the immune tem, aren’t preent in
a petri dih. Thi mean that formulating thouand of LNP and creening them for effectivene in
cell culture i off the tale. Doing the ame thing in animal model would e poile, ut would
take a ver long time and would e ver cotl.
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Different LNP are loaded with unique genetic arcode and given to the ame animal. Reearcher can then tud which LNP
are uccefull reaching which tiue.

arcoded nanoparticle for high throughput in vivo dicover of targeted therapeutic

ome cientit are working on olution to thi creening prolem. One elegant olution hown
aove i to tet multiple LNP imultaneoul in the ame animal. In 2017 reearcher figured out
how to do jut that: different LNP can e loaded with a unique DNA ‘arcode’ which can then e
earched for in the cell of the recipient animal to work out which LNP are reaching which tiue.
Technique like thi hould greatl accelerate the dicover of new LNP with intereting propertie.
A we learn more aout LNP and how changing the chemical propertie of their lipid affect their
ehaviour, we hould e etter placed to deign new LNP for pecific purpoe.
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